June quotes: Pride
June 1. Disciplining yourself to do what you know is right and important, although
difficult, is the highroad to pride, self-esteem, and personal satisfaction.
Margaret Thatcher
June 2. Generosity is giving more than you can, and pride is taking less than you need.
Khalil Gibran
June 3. Vanity and pride are different things, though the words are often used
synonymously. A person may be proud without being vain. Pride relates more to our
opinion of ourselves; vanity, to what we would have others think of us.
Jane Austen
June 4. Anger is the enemy of non-violence and pride is a monster that swallows it up.
Mahatma Gandhi
June 5. Through pride we are ever deceiving ourselves. But deep down below the surface
of the average conscience a still, small voice says to us, something is out of tune.
Carl Jung
June 6. Humility and knowledge in poor clothes excel pride and ignorance in costly attire.
William Penn
June 7. There are various sorts of curiosity; one is from interest, which makes us desire
to know that which may be useful to us; and the other, from pride, which comes from the
wish to know what others are ignorant of.
Francois de La Rochefuocauld
June 8. In general, pride is at the bottom of all great mistakes.

John Ruskin

June 9. A competitor will find a way to win. Competitors take bad breaks and use them
to drive themselves just that much harder. Quitters take bad breaks and use them as
reasons to give up. It's all a matter of pride.
Nancy Lopez
June 10. I am impelled, not to squeak like a grateful and apologetic mouse, but to roar
like a lion out of pride in my profession.
John Steinbeck
June 11. Nothing has been purchased more dearly than the little bit of reason and sense
of freedom which now constitutes our pride.
Friedrich Nietzsche
June 12. Pride, which inspires us with so much envy, is sometimes of use toward the
moderating of it too.
Francois de La Rochefoucauld
June 13. All anyone asks for is a chance to work with pride.

W. Edwards Deming

June 14. Pride in a man is confused with dignity; in a woman, with self-love.
Jose Bergamin
June 15. By building relations we create a source of love and personal pride and
belonging that makes living in a chaotic world easier.
Susan Lieberman
June 16. Values are principles and ideas that bring meaning to the seemingly mundane
experience of life. A meaningful life that ultimately brings happiness and pride requires
you to respond to temptations as well as challenges with honor, dignity, and courage.
Laura Schlessinger
June 17. Pride perceiving humility honorable, often borrows her cloak.
Thomas Fuller
June 18. Nationalist pride, like other variants of pride, can be a substitute for self-respect.
Eric Hoffer
June 19. One of the best temporary cures for pride and affectation is seasickness; a man
who wants to vomit never puts on airs.
Josh Billings
June 20. Being a Barrymore didn't help me, other than giving me a great sense of pride
and a strange spiritual sense that I felt OK about having the passion to act. It made sense
because my whole family had done it and it helped rationalise it for me.
Drew Barrymore
June 21. There is but one pride pardonable; that of being above doing a base or
dishonorable action.
Samuel Richardson
June 22. There is no arguing with the pretenders to a divine knowledge and to a divine
mission. They are possessed with the sin of pride, they have yielded to the perennial
temptation.
Walter Lippmann
June 23. I believe that we must maintain pride in the knowledge that the actions we take,
based on our own decisions and choices as individuals, link directly to the magnificent
challenge of transforming human history.
Daisaku Ikeda
June 24. The greatest pride, or the greatest despondency, is the greatest ignorance of
one's self.
Baruch Spinoza
June 25. Generosity during life is a very different thing from generosity in the hour of
death; one proceeds from genuine liberality and benevolence, the other from pride or fear.
Horace Mann
June 26. Take pride in exactly what it is you do and remember it's okay to fail as long as
you don't give up.
Dan O’Brien

June 27. I simply think things through, and I look at problems. One thing I pride myself
on is the ability to connect unconnected thoughts and come up with new, unique thoughts.
Bode Miller
June 28. Those who desire to rise as high as our human condition allows, must renounce
intellectual pride, the omnipotence of clear thinking, belief in the absolute power of logic.
Alexis Carrel
June 29. What is pride? A rocket that emulates the stars.

William Wordsworth

June 30. Pride is a tricky, glorious, double-edged feeling.

Adrienne Rich

